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The speed threshold algorithm for tracking congestion systemically is the most widely adopted; one example is in Chen et al. (2) , which uses only vehicle speed to identify traffic state. A similar system was developed by Zhang and Levinson by using occupancy differentials (3) . The Automatische Staudynamikanalyse [automatic tracking of moving traffic jams-forecasting of traffic objects (ASDA-FOTO)] algorithm is a threshold-based algorithm based on Kerner's three-phase traffic theory for traffic data processing (1, 4) . ASDA-FOTO considers not only vehicle speeds but also flows and the measured changes in these variables, which is potentially more robust in defining traffic phases than the two earlier mentioned algorithms. However, algorithms of this type cannot filter random fluctuations in the data effectively. They also tend to be sensitive to roadway geometries and particular traffic conditions.
The rescaled cumulative curve method is another tool for analyzing traffic accumulations over time and space (5) . This treatment of data provides presentations of some important traffic features and facilitates detailed study of traffic flow features over roadway segments. However, it is often used as a visualization tool in a research setting, which can be a barrier for processing data systematically in an operations environment. Instead of visual observation of cumulative traffic variables versus time on a rescaled curve, an automated calculation over a cumulative curve is proposed to identify nearly stationary traffic patterns, as described below.
AUTOMATED RESCALED CUMULATIVE CURVE TOOL

Model Description
Use of rescaled cumulative plots of measured traffic data is a powerful visualization tool for investigating a variety of traffic flow phenomena over time and space. Cassidy and Bertini (5), Cassidy and Windover (6), Cassidy and Mauch (7) , and Munoz and Daganzo (8) analyzed some traffic features by visually comparing transformed curves of (a) cumulative vehicle arrival number versus time and (b) cumulative occupancy versus time measured at freeway detector locations. This treatment of traffic data can reveal traffic features in more detail than standard raw time series plots by revealing excess vehicle accumulations between detector locations. This tool can be
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Systems for automatically tracking traffic congestion that are integrated into freeway management systems as applications of an intelligent transportation system (ITS) have received a high level of attention in many cities in recent years. Some cities automatically provide traveler information on travel times, congestion activation times, and locations. However, different algorithms are used by professionals and decision makers. Some popular algorithms for automatically tracking congestion include parameter threshold-based algorithms such as those that use speed thresholds and the Automatische Staudynamikanalyse [automatic tracking of moving traffic jams-forecasting of traffic objects (ASDA-FOTO)] models. The rescaled cumulative curve tool has also been used for analyzing traffic features. The advantage of this tool is that it reveals traffic features in more detail, but one disadvantage is that it is a visual tool. When used to process data systematically in an operations environment, this tool can make analysis laborious. This paper proposes two algorithms for automatically tracking congestion by making use of the rescaled cumulative curve tool and compares them with the traditional speed threshold algorithm and the ASDA-FOTO algorithm. The results are represented graphically and numerically.
As a component of traveler information systems, the automated traffic congestion identification tool has been receiving a high level of attention from researchers. This type of tool is developed for observing and predicting characteristics and dynamics of highways, which are important tasks in transportation planning and operation. The traditional flow-density models provide relationships between traffic flow variables; however, the parameters are sensitive to weather, geometry, and other external factors. Therefore, other approacheswithout the complex model validation at different environmental conditions-for predicting traffic flow characteristics in the time-space region are gaining popularity.
The matching method for traffic prediction will be used here to match current traffic flow to a historical traffic flow, as shown in Figure 1 . In this research, the current traffic flow can match to either a particular day with similar traffic conditions [such as weather condition or the special event used by Kerner (1) ] or a day with the same probability of bottleneck occurrence. The probability of bottleneck applied toward the analysis of measured traffic variables, such as flow, speed, and occupancy in time and in space. Bertini (9) proposed and summarized methods for diagnosing the signals of freeway bottleneck activation by using rescaled cumulative curves with oblique coordinate systems to observe changes in traffic count at several contiguous detector locations or to examine flow and occupancy changes over time at single detector locations. In this study, the adopted method of analyzing traffic flow variables with a rescaled cumulative curve facilitates the comparison of traffic data over time and space. Because nearly stationary traffic patterns, where flow or speed alternates between higher and lower rates, can be identified from a line of constant slope on an oblique cumulative curve (5), the method proposed here is first to identify stationary traffic patterns (10) from the cumulative curve tool and then to diagnose the traffic state of each identified stationary pattern. In the following discussion, a procedure for automatically diagnosing traffic state transitions (breakdowns and recoveries) is proposed and tested by means of oblique cumulative curves.
The use of an oblique coordinate system magnifies changes in vehicle arrival rates and the times when these changes occurred. As shown in Figure 2a , the N(x, t), cumulative vehicle arrival, is constructed by taking linear interpolations through the 20-s counts so that a curve's slope at time t is the flow past location x at that time t. Cumulative vehicle arrival is then
In Figure 2b , an oblique coordinate system is used in which N(x, t) is reduced by q 0 t′, where q 0 is an oblique scaling rate and t′ is the elapsed time from the beginning of the curve. When the oblique curve
is used in spatial-series analysis, the same value of q 0 should be used for all curves, and vehicles must be conserved between curves, so that the vertical separations represent actual excess vehicle accumulations. An initial oblique scaling rate q 0 is the average flow, and adjustments can be made to suit the visualization where the analyzed time window is A suitable choice of q 0 promotes the visual identification of changing flows directly from the rescaled curve, as shown in Cassidy and Windover (6) and in Cassidy (10) . Furthermore, it can be input as a fixed value manually when traffic patterns with different time durations are compared. In this case, the choice of analyzed time window T is independent of q 0 . The duration of the time window would not affect the result. The elapsed time is Then, the oblique value of vehicle count is
The oblique value Δ(x, t) can be explained as the flow deviation from the mean, which can be used to interpolate lines of constant slope representing stationary traffic conditions, as shown in Figure 2c . On an oblique cumulative plot of flow, a local maximum oblique value indicates the time at which a flow reduction occurs, and a local minimum indicates the time at which a flow increase occurs.
The proposed tool is based on the technique of rescaled cumulative curves and uses linear regression to perform piecewise linear approximations to the oblique N(x, t) curve in Figure 2c . Linear regression generally consists of two types of models: the exogenous model, which uses separate models for different conditions, and the endogenous model, which uses categorical variables within the same model. The endogenous model explains only significant differences among the categorical variables. Therefore, with the goal of diagnosing stationary traffic patterns and accompanying flow reductions and increases, an exogenous model is adopted to uncover periods exhibiting stationary traffic patterns.
Maximum and minimum oblique values Δ(x, t) are used as candidates for break points for stationary traffic patterns in a time series. For each segment, linear regression is performed to evaluate the reasonability of linear approximation, using the R 2 value to indicate curve fit. If the R 2 threshold is not met, new break points within the segment are created from the segment's rescaled oblique values. The process is repeated for each segment until either R 2 meets the condition to stop iteration or the maximum number of iterations is reached. The threshold of R 2 is set according to previous research (5), in which the cumulative counts of discharging vehicles versus time seldom deviated by more than about 50 vehicles from a line of constant slope. The decision tree is shown in Figure 3 .
The variable used to terminate the search process is the important step for the detection of traffic flow breakdowns. It provides a reasonable number of intercepts for the oblique curve as candidates for traffic pattern breakdowns. Banks (11) used arbitrary deviation and slope change thresholds rather than an R 2 threshold to terminate the search process. The result shows an extremely close curving fitting but also a large number of intercepts for the oblique curve. Instead, in this decision tree, reasonable interpolation of lines of constant slope from an automated procedure depends on the number of iterations n, curve fitting indicator R 2 , time window T, and oblique scaling rate q 0 . A fixed value of q 0 is input so as to avoid the impact of time window choice T. The number of segments in time window T relies on the number of iterations, and the longer is the duration of time window T, the more iterations are needed to satisfy the condition of R 2 . The values n, R 2 , T, and q 0 can be adjusted until the requirements of the following model validation are met. A reasonable number of intercepts for the oblique curve is discussed in detail in the following section.
Model Validation
The validity of automatically observed time segments of stationary traffic is tested by using a fundamental diagram. Historically, many shapes have been proposed for a flow-density-occupancy diagram, including Greenshields' single-regime shapes (12), Edie's two-regime shapes (13), Koshi's reverse-lambda shape (14) , and Hall's inverted-V shape (15) . However, a more recent flow-density-occupancy shape was proposed by Kerner (1, 4) as shown in Figure 4 . He proposed two traffic phases in "congested" traffic: synchronized flow and wide, moving jams. In relation to the three-phase theory (free flow, synchronized flow, and moving jam), some critical discussion has taken place on the definition of synchronized flow (16) . This paper primarily aims to identify traffic states instead of definitions themselves.
Kerner's fundamental diagram is used as one basis for model validation. The congested and uncongested states are expected to be clearly distinguishable through the use of the data points from each automatically identified segment. Figure 5a. The data points falling in congested or uncongested regimes can also be observed. For example, the data points in the observed stationary pattern around 14:00 to 15:15 fall in the uncongested regime on the fundamental diagram. As Figure 5 shows, the flow, speed, and occupancy plots are constructed separately. With a few exceptions, the fundamental diagrams have clear separations between congested and uncongested regions when segments are identified by speed or occupancy. The flow-defined segments also show a clear separation, except for the segment with a mean value of 1,255 vehicles per hour. Similar results were observed for other days tested. One reason could be the presence of traffic in more than one state during the time aggregation or unstable flows during traffic state transitions, as flow does not clearly relate to the level of congestion. This effect is also observed at freeway bottlenecks (5), where the sequences of low and high discharge rates immediately following queue formation vary in magnitude and duration. Among the three traffic variables, vehicle speed and occupancy are stronger indicators of traffic state; flow is often used as an additional parameter to explore traffic phases. Traffic states can be automatically identified with a processdescribed below-that incorporates flow, speed, and occupancy parameters.
After identification of the stationary traffic patterns with oblique values, the mean parameter values of each segment are used as variables to determine the traffic state. By using threshold-based algorithms, the traffic patterns can be distinguished as congested and uncongested regimes, as discussed in the next section.
COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS
The proposed tool, combined with particular threshold rules, classifies stationary traffic patterns into congested and uncongested states. The speed threshold rules and ASDA-FOTO rules are integrated into this tool. The new algorithms are then compared with results from implementing the speed threshold and the ASDA-FOTO algorithms to classify the raw data directly.
These four algorithms (speed threshold algorithm, ASDA-FOTO algorithm, rescaled cumulative curve with speed threshold rules, and rescaled cumulative curve with ASDA-FOTO rules) are implemented for one day's data to illustrate the similarities and differences in detail. For this study, a 24-mi segment of northbound I-5 with 22 detector stations was chosen as a sample. A time-space speed plot from the corridor on December 12, 2007, is shown in Figure 6 . These algorithms were first tested for single-detector stations and for all detector stations combined, with results shown below in Figure 7 . Then, they were also tested for all stations along I-5 north for a day. By applying one of these algorithms, as an example, plots shown in Figure 8 could be generated: the dark-gray area indicates identified wide, moving jams, the light-gray area indicates identified synchronized flows, and the white area indicates identified free flow.
Testing at Single-Detector Station
The algorithms below aim to separate stationary traffic segments or raw data into traffic states. The traffic data are then plotted with colors corresponding to traffic states. Flow-occupancy fundamental diagrams are plotted with 2-min data aggregation to validate visually congested and uncongested regimes for each algorithm. A traffic state color bar is also plotted with a speed-time plot to validate visually the traffic state transition times.
Furthermore, the congested state is identified as synchronized flow or wide, moving jam, in accordance with Kerner's three-phase theory (1, 4) . For the three-phase comparison, the speed threshold algorithm and rescaled cumulative curve tool with speed threshold algorithm are implemented by classifying vehicle speed or the stationary traffic pattern's mean speed into the values low, medium, and high. As for model validation, the tested station was located at Going Street (Milepost 303.88) on I-5 northbound in Portland, Oregon, in the afternoon peak period.
Speed Threshold Algorithm
The speed threshold algorithm developed by Chen et al. (2) was implemented for Portland freeways (17 ) . The algorithm uses the presence of a speed gradient between a pair of detectors and a maximum speed for the upstream detector as signals of a bottleneck activation. In a previous paper (17 ) , the values of the variables for upstream maximum speed, speed differential between a pair of detectors, and data aggregation level were experimentally tested by comparing outcomes from each combination of values with the ground truth. With the lowest false alarm rate compared with the ground truth, the best combination of inputs was identified. The Chen algorithm was optimized for use in Portland with 3-min aggregated speed data, a 35-mph maximum upstream speed, and a 15-mph speed differential (17 ) . Based on these results, this algorithm used vehicle speed classifications of low, medium, and high with 20-and 35-mph thresholds and 3-min aggregated data. The thresholds were a little bit lower in Portland than for Chen's implementation of a 40-mph maximum speed and 20-mph speed differential in California. The speed threshold was highly sensitive to freeway network configurations, geometry, weather, pavement, traffic conditions, and the nature of the available data. The low speed threshold may be caused by the conditions of Portland freeways. As an example, the Portland freeway network includes several locations where one freeway tees into another, resulting in recurrent congestion. Other literature reveals only a 50-km/h (31-mph) speed threshold for some countries in Europe (18) . As another point of view, the low speed threshold may also reveal that the traffic flow variable speed by itself in the speed threshold algorithm is not adequate to define traffic phases.
The following rules were applied: Rule 1. If the vehicle speed is high, the traffic phase is free flow. Rule 2. If the vehicle speed is medium, the traffic phase is synchronized flow.
Rule 3. If the vehicle speed is low, the traffic phase is wide, moving jam. 
ASDA-FOTO Algorithm
In contrast to the speed threshold algorithm, the ASDA-FOTO algorithm considers not only traffic speed but also the flow, with a total of 13 rules for defining traffic phases from 1-min aggregated data (4). These rules for online traffic phase identification include thresholds, differentials, and rates of change for different combinations of the speed and flow parameters (4) . Implementation of these rules for the I-5 freeway in Portland, with modified thresholds that are based on previous research (17 ) , results in the data shown in Figure 7b . Compared with Figure 7a , Figure 7b shows less phase fluctuation in the congested period, as reflected in the traffic phase color bar at the bottom. However, speed fluctuations still gave rise to false free-flow phase identifications during the congested period, resulting in reduced accuracy when data are processed systematically for congestion activation times. Algorithms of this type cannot effectively filter random fluctuations in the data.
Rescaled Cumulative Curve with Speed Threshold Rules
When cumulative speed is plotted versus time, the stationary traffic pattern is identified by a line of constant slope. The mean value is used to describe the feature of this stationary pattern. Here, the stationary patterns identified by rescaled cumulative curve are classified as free flow, synchronized flow, and wide, moving jam by speed threshold rules.
The following rules are applied: Rule 1. If the mean vehicle speed of the identified stationary pattern is high, the traffic phase is free flow.
Rule 2. If the mean vehicle speed of the identified stationary pattern is medium, the traffic phase is synchronized flow.
Rule 3. If the mean vehicle speed of the identified stationary pattern is low, the traffic phase is wide, moving jam. Figure 7c shows the result of applying this algorithm. The congested and uncongested regimes are clearly identified without any variations during the congested period. In contrast to the previous two algorithms, this algorithm captures the activation and deactivation times more precisely when processing data systematically. This algorithm provides a clear distinction of the congested and uncongested regimes, though the speed thresholds do not accurately capture the third phase, synchronized flow, according to Kerner's definition (1, 4) .
Rescaled Cumulative Curve with ASDA-FOTO Rules
The 13 ASDA-FOTO rules (4) are also implemented for the mean values of stationary traffic patterns identified by the rescaled cumulative curve tool. The result is shown in Figure 7d .
In Figure 7d , the congested period is clearly identified in the color bar. Compared with the algorithm for the rescaled cumulative curve tool with speed threshold rules, the synchronized flow and wide, moving jam phases are identified differently. The incorporation of the flow parameter defines the traffic phase more precisely, as the flow in synchronized flow is usually much higher than the flow in wide, moving jams. However, in the previous algorithm, the identified synchronized flow from around 15:10 to 16:10 occurred during a reduced-flow period, as shown on the rescaled cumulative curve.
Testing for All Stations on I-5 Northbound
To show the difference for a whole corridor, all four algorithms are also implemented on all the stations along northbound I-5 in Portland, Oregon, for July 12, 2007 , as shown in Figure 8 .
A comparison of Figures 8a and 8b with 8c and 8d shows that the remarkable difference between the oblique method and straightforward inputs is the random error. The 20-s duration of low speed cannot be categorized into the congested traffic state in reality, but it is identified by straightforward inputs as a congested state, which is false. However, the oblique method does not have these random errors. Traffic phases identified from rescaled cumulative curves appear to be smoother. The R 2 constraint reduces flow fluctuations by identifying nearly stationary traffic patterns.
A comparison of Figures 8a and 8c with Figures 8b and 8d shows that the key difference between the ASDA-FOTO and speed threshold algorithms is the identified synchronized traffic pattern (transparent white color). According to Kerner's definition, ASDA-FOTO can identify the synchronized flow more closely. These two differences are all-important to the accuracy of traffic prediction.
QUALITY ASSESSMENT
In this section, the automatically identified congested regime by these four approaches is compared with the actual congestion event.
The ground truth congestion times and locations were manually identified by the method described in Cassidy and Bertini (5) for 6 days on northbound I-5. The activation and deactivation times of each bottleneck and its queue were observed manually on flow and occupancy oblique curves in time series. For example, the activation time was observed by looking at the start time that cumulative flow decreased and cumulative occupancy increased. Manual analysis relied on the judgment of the researchers. The approach selected here for generating ground truth is well accepted in other research (5) (6) (7) (8) .
An empirical method for approximating an independent and objective assessment was adopted by determining quality criteria from a comparison of automatically identified results with an actual traffic congestion event (18) . The synchronized flow and wide, moving jam traffic phases were not distinguished, and both were considered to be the congested state for this analysis. This method allowed not only the assessment of an overall system but also the evaluation of an individual component's contribution to system performance. The methodology is illustrated in Figure 9a . A sample is characterized by the space-time region G, where both the algorithm-identified traffic state variable M(x, t) and the ground truth traffic state variable C(x, t) are available. With respect to the sample, the integral quantities by area are defined as follows:
where A = area of region identified by algorithms as congested, E = ground truth area of congestion event, and D = area of overlap of identified region and ground truth.
The quality may now be characterized by two quality indices QKZ 1 and QKZ 2 , where
The quality index QKZ 1 is calculated as the ratio of the area of the intersection D to the area of the ground truth congestion event E. This index is related to detection sensitivity and describes the degree to which the captured congestion region coincides with the actual congestion event. The second quality index QKZ 2 describes the proportion of the area A that lies outside the congestion area, with lower values more desirable. This quantity is related to the concept of a false alarm rate. Tests of 6 days' traffic data with good fidelity were carried out to assess the quality of traffic information calculated by these algorithms. Figure 9b highlights the differences between these algorithms. The larger dots or rectangles indicate 6-day averages, while the smaller symbols are individual days' results.
Comparison of the quality indices of these algorithms shows that the index QKZ 1 of the ASDA-FOTO algorithm is higher than that of the speed threshold algorithm. This indicates that the congestion area captured by the ASDA-FOTO algorithm had higher accuracy than the speed threshold algorithm. However, the index QKZ 2 of the ASDA-FOTO algorithm is slightly higher, meaning that the identified congestion area that lies outside the ground truth area is also higher.
The other two algorithms proposed in this paper have a higher QKZ 1 index and lower QKZ 2 index, both positive results. The rescaled cumulative curve tool with speed threshold rules has no difference when compared with the ASDA-FOTO rules in tracking and recognizing congestion. The difference between them exists in the wide, moving jam and synchronized-flow phase recognition, as was shown in the previous single-location testing. The small sample size used here may not be able to reveal all the differentiating details; more days' data will be tested in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
Tracking and recognition of traffic congestion are the important components of a traveler information system. The algorithm proposed in this paper is used to observe traffic characteristics automatically by analyzing large amounts of historical data. With the availability of weather and accident data, the impact of this external environment on traffic also can be observed. It is important for traffic prediction.
This paper compared four approaches for diagnosing and tracking freeway congestion. Several validation methodologies were performed to compare the similarities and differences of these algorithms. Results showed that the automated rescaled cumulative curve tool worked well for tracking and recognizing congestion. The algorithms using this tool identified stationary traffic patterns with high accuracy and without the disturbance of random fluctuations. However, when analyzing some characteristics of traffic flow, the manual approach revealed traffic features in more detail. The automated process smoothed fluctuations with the goal of pinpointing the congestion activation times.
Ongoing research is investigating four past years' data generated in PORTAL to perform an online traffic prediction by using the matching approach discussed at the beginning of the paper. The observed traffic characteristics in maximum flow, queue propagation speed, and jam density will also be used for validating a time-dependent flow-density model.
